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Agriculture Biotechnology and Master of Science in Medical Sciences (ABT-MSMS) University Scholars Program
This is a recommendation that the University Senate approve the establishment of a new University Scholars Program in Agriculture
Biotechnology and Master of Science Medical Sciences (ABT-MSMS) within the College of Agriculture, Food, and Environment, and the
College of Medicine.
Please find the updated version of the proposal attached here.
Please let me know if you need anything else.
BestMargaret

---------Margaret J. Mohr-Schroeder, PhD | Associate Professor of Mathematics Education | STEM PLUS Program Co-Chair
| Department of STEM Education | University of Kentucky | www.margaretmohrschroeder.com
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CIP Code: 51.1399.02

Faculty of Record for the ABT-MSMS University Scholars Program
The ABT-MSMS University Scholars Program is an interdisciplinary program
consisting of faculty of record with the following appointment affiliations:
College of Medicine: Anatomy and Neurobiology, Behavioral Sciences,
Microbiology, Immunology, and Molecular Genetics, Molecular and Cellular
Biochemistry, Pharmacology and Nutritional Sciences, Physiology, and
Toxicology and Cancer Biology.
College of Agriculture, Food, and Environment: Entomology, Horticulture, Plant
Pathology, Plant and Soil Sciences, and Veterinary Sciences.
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Student Learning Objectives and Assessment Plan
Upon completion of the ABT-MSMS program, students will have achieved the
following learning outcomes:
•

Objective 1: Students will have acquired skills in critical and analytical thinking
and in communication that may be applied to career opportunities related to
the biomedical field.
Student Presentation Learning Outcomes:
LO1 - Demonstrate the ability to use technical tools.
LO2 - Able to speak effectively.
LO3 - Able to construct an effective oral presentation with a clear
introduction, middle, and conclusion.
LO4 - Able to field questions effectively.
LO5 - Overall evaluation of presentation.

•

Objective 2: Students will have acquired extensive knowledge of the scientific
literature and principles related to training and education in the biomedical
sciences.
Final Exam Learning Outcomes:
LO1 - Able to critically analyze literature related to the project and think
intellectually about the direction of the project.
LO2 - Able to formulate relevant and testable hypotheses, devise clear
experiments for addressing the hypotheses, and analyze and interpret data
appropriately.
LO3 - Able to orally communicate data and interpretation effectively with
scientific peers, answers questions, and communicates ideas.
LO4 - Able to communicate effectively through scientific writing.

•

Objective 3: Students will have obtained a level of professionalism essential
for successful advancement towards entering a health-related professional
degree program or furthering career opportunities in the biomedical field.
Program Completion Learning Outcomes:
LO1 – Demonstrates an appreciation of the biomedical sciences that
extends beyond a student’s area of specialization.
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LO2 – Demonstrates an appreciation of ethical issues and follows ethical
responsibilities related to biomedical studies and research.
LO3 – Demonstrates interpersonal skills as reflected by an ability to
interact well and contribute to group dynamics as necessary.
LO4 – Demonstrates a positive attitude.
LO5 – Demonstrates a strong work ethic by committing effort required to
complete the necessary tasks.
LO6 – Demonstrates the capacity to coordinate group activities and
supervise others.
LO7 – Demonstrates a level of responsibility as reflected by the ability to
perform essential tasks with minimal supervision.
The progress of each student will be assessed at three time points by the
student’s advisory committee: at the time of the seminar presentation (Student
Presentation rubric), during the final exam (Final Exam rubric), and following
completion of the program (Program Completion rubric). The DGS will collect and
summarize each assessment to generate an overall measure of student progress.
The summary will be included in the annual review of the program. The rubrics
for each objective are included below.
	
  

Masters of Science in Medical Sciences
Graduate Student Presentation Review Form
Student Speaker:
Reviewer:

Date:

Learning
outcomes
Demonstrate the ability
to use technical tools

Able to speak
effectively

Able to construct an
effective oral
presentation with a
clear introduction,
middle, and conclusion

Able to field questions
effectively

Overall evaluation of
presentation

Excellent
4

Good
3

Familiar with the A/V equipment, slides easy to read
and not overcrowded, heard audibly from every seat
in the room, all crucial slides presented long enough
for viewing, projected images easily viewable, no
typos or slides out of order
Speaker spoke clearly and with an appropriate
tempo, there were no distractive movements or
gestures by the speaker, the speaker maintained
audience attention with eye contact, voice inflection,
facial expression, avoided jargon and used simple
language, talk was targeted appropriately to the
audience
There was a distinct introduction making it clear what
the talk would be about and providing rationale for
the work. The middle section was distinct with clear
explanation of the techniques and main results,
complex ideas simply explained, crucial technical
terms clearly defined. The conclusion section was
distinct with a summary of the important results and
ideas, a clear take home message, applications to
future work were clearly defined.
The talk stimulated interesting questions, not just
clarification of the technical aspects of the work. The
speaker repeated questions or paraphrased to clarify
and strived to understand questions that were
unclear. Questions were answered appropriately.
The speaker demonstrated a depth of knowledge
about the field and was able to critically apply this
knowledge to his/her own work.
All of the elements of this talk were excellent.

Mostly
excellent
elements with
some deficient
elements
Mostly
excellent
elements with
some deficient
elements

More excellent
elements than
deficient
elements

Mostly
excellent
elements with
some deficient
elements

More excellent
elements than
deficient
elements

Mostly
excellent
elements with
some deficient
elements

More excellent
elements than
deficient
elements

Mostly
excellent
elements with
some deficient
elements

More excellent
elements than
deficient
elements

Comments:
Suggestions for improvement:

Average
2

More excellent
elements than
deficient
elements

Deficient
1
Technical bugs not worked out in advance,
projection of color choices and slide layouts
difficult to read, speaker didn’t project well enough
to be heard all over the room, went through some
slides too fast, overcrowded slides, multiple typos
Tempo was either too fast or too slow, speaker
had a distractive movement, speaker didn’t
engage with the audience, speech was full of
jargon and not targeted appropriately to the
audience
Important background information and rationale for
the work was not clearly articulated in the
introduction. The middle section was technically
difficult to follow and not appropriately targeted to
the audience. The conclusions section was just a
summary without the speaker putting the work into
a larger context including how the results
contribute to the scientific knowledge in the field
and what future directions to take.
There were few questions generated about the
content, just clarification of technical aspects that
were not clearly presented. The speaker
answered questions inappropriately due to failure
to understand the question or a failure to
understand the larger context of the field. The
speaker became flustered or frustrated during the
questioning.
Most of the elements of this talk were deficient.

Score

Masters of Science in Medical Sciences Final Exam Assessment
Student:
Exam Committee Member:
Learning outcomes

Date of Exam:
Excellent
4

Competent
3

Demonstrates a thorough
understanding of knowledge in the
project area and the ability to
consistently discern meaning and
relative validity of data in scientific
publications. Clear demonstration
of independent intellectual
contribution, creativity, and original
thinking.
Demonstrates a thorough
understanding of the scientific
method, clear ability to generate
hypotheses, understand and design
complex experimental protocols,
and analyze data with a clear and
proper interpretation.

Demonstrates an adequate
understanding of knowledge in
the project area and displays
many examples of the ability to
discern meaning and relative
validity of data in scientific
publications. Demonstrates some
insight and creativity.

Demonstrates some
understanding of knowledge in
the project area and some
ability to discern meaning and
relative validity of data in
scientific publications. Minimal
evidence of original thinking.

Demonstrates minimal
understanding of knowledge
in the project area and is
unable in most cases to
discern meaning and relative
validity of data in scientific
publications. Lack of
creativity or original thinking.

Demonstrates a good
understanding of scientific
method, generating hypotheses,
designing experiments
appropriate for addressing
hypotheses, and presenting data
in an appropriate context.

Demonstrates some
understanding of scientific
method, needs assistance with
complex experimental design
and analyzing data, can present
and interpret data with some
guidance from the PI.

Able to orally communicate
data and interpretation
effectively, answer
questions, and communicate
ideas.

Articulates detailed understanding
of project, is able to orally
communicate and defend new
ideas, thinks effectively on his/her
feet, is consistently able to integrate
knowledge from multiple disciplines
and experience to answer
questions or solve problems.

Has appropriate understanding of
project, is able to articulate ideas
but lacks creativity, can think
through basic problems when
questioned, and in many cases
can integrate knowledge
appropriately to answer questions
or solve problems.

Has a basic understanding of
project but lacks depth, answers
basic questions but has difficulty
thinking on his/her feet, and is
sometimes able to integrate
knowledge to answer questions
or solve problems.

Able to communicate
effectively through scientific
writing.

Demonstrates a thorough
understanding of context, audience,
and purpose of the scientific work;
uses appropriate, relevant, and
compelling content to convey the
contribution to the scientific
discipline; pays detailed attention to
and successfully uses conventions
particular to manuscript and grant
writing including organization,
content presentation, formatting,
and style; uses relevant and
credible references appropriately,
uses appropriate language that
skillfully communicates meaning to
readers with clarity and fluency,
and is nearly error free.

Demonstrates adequate
consideration of context, audience
and purpose of the scientific work;
uses many examples of
appropriate, relevant and
compelling content to convey the
contribution to the scientific
discipline; consistently uses
manuscript and grant writing
conventions including
organization, content,
presentation, and style;
consistently uses appropriate
references to support ideas; uses
clear language that generally
conveys meaning to readers, with
few errors.

Demonstrates awareness of
context, audience, and purpose
of the scientific work; uses some
examples of appropriate,
relevant and compelling content;
follows expectations appropriate
to manuscript and grant writing
for basic organization, content,
and presentation; attempts to
use credible and/or relevant
references to support ideas;
uses language that generally
conveys meaning with clarity,
though with errors

Demonstrates minimal
understanding of scientific
method, limited ability to
conceive of experimental
designs to address
hypotheses, needs
significant faculty input for
data analysis and
interpretation.
Lacks understanding of
project and is not able to
communicate rationale for
interpretation of data or
direction of the project, and
is unable to draw from
different areas or
experiences to answer
questions or solve problems.
Demonstrates minimal
attention to context,
audience, purpose of the
scientific work; uses
appropriate and relevant
content to develop simple
ideas in parts of the work;
attempts to use a consistent
system for basic organization
and presentation; attempts to
use sources to support
ideas; uses language that
sometimes impedes
meaning because of errors in
usage.

Able to critically analyze
literature related to the
project and think
intellectually about the
direction of the project.

Able to formulate relevant
and testable hypotheses,
devise clear experiments for
addressing the hypotheses,
and, if appropriate, analyze
and interpret data
appropriately.

Comments:

Marginal
2

Deficient
1

Score

Masters of Science in Medical Sciences
Program Completion Assessment
Student:
Committee Member:
Learning outcomes

Date of Assessment:
Excellent
4

Competent
3

Marginal
2

Deficient
1

Basic interest in
biomedical science. Does
the student demonstrate an
appreciation of biomedical
sciences that extends
beyond their area of
specialization?

Interested in broad area of
biomedical sciences

Interested in sciences that
support area of specialization

Limited interest in biomedical
science

No interest in biomedical
science

Ethical considerations.
Does the student appreciate
and follow established norms
of ethical responsibility in
biomedical studies and
research?

Highly ethical

Ethical

Inconsistent ethical behavior

Some question of ethical
behavior

Interpersonal skills. Does
the student interact well and
contribute to groups as
necessary?

Team player, collegial

Potential for collegiality as
maturity develops

Somewhat collegial, but no
evidence for further
development

Not a team player,
inappropriate behavior

Attitude. Is the student
personable and interactive?

Makes a positive impression on first
contact that is sustained

Some potential for improvement
exists

Negative interactions and no
indication for improvement

Work habits. Does the
student commit the effort
required to complete
assigned tasks?

Dedicated and takes initiative to be
productive

Has potential and indicators
suggest improvement with
maturity
Productive

Not very productive

No initiative to be productive

Leadership. Does the
student demonstrate the
capacity to coordinate group
activities and supervise
others?

Evidence of exceptional leadership

Acceptable level of leadership
and potential with maturity

Some leadership potential with
less clear potential for future
development

No leadership capability or
potential

Responsibility. Can the
student be counted on to
perform required tasks with
minimal supervision?

Highly responsible

Appropriate level of responsibility

Limited level of responsibility
with some evidence for
improvement

Minimal responsibility with no
evidence for improvement

Comments:

Score

